Japan's six-century-old Noh theater appears on UNESCO's list of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. Noh librettos are literary works that contain expressions related to proverbs and allude to works written in both kanbun (Chinese) and wabun (Japanese) styles. Whereas Noh specialists are apt to focus on issues of interest only to other specialists, this study attempts to open up a new area of research in the hope that it will attract the interest of those in other fields. One more distinctive feature is that the plays investigated include those in and outside the current repertoire, works dating from both the Muromachi (c. 1338-1573) and from later periods.
Through an investigation of Noh plays concerning parent-child relations, this study finds that the most frequently found expression is the proverb "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime," or expressions conveying that meaning. They are employed in both sad and happy contexts by both parents and children. The paper argues that in most of these plays the playwrights emphasize the great strength of parent-child relations to the point that, contrary to this proverb, even death cannot break them.
There are many plays using this expression in the context of a parent's grief while traveling in search of a lost child, waiting for his return, or after learning about his death. The paper argues that the expression is more likely to be employed not only to vent the grief of parents, but also to mask their protest against the belief expressed by this proverb. The paper also argues that this protest is more explicit when it is through the voice of mothers. These playwrights seem to be arguing against the proverb, which in full states, "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime. That of husband and wife, two lifetimes. That of lord and vassal, three lifetimes." Male characters probably could not as easily reveal their weakness or their resistance to the values that feudal society wanted them to follow.
In most of the plays using this kind of expression, the separated parent and child are reunited in a happy ending. The reunion in some cases is the result of the parent's travel in search of the child while in some it is due to the miraculous aid from deities. The playwrights may have wanted to propagandize faith in the deities mentioned in those plays.
Introduction
Japan's six-century-old Noh theater appears on UNESCO's list of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. Noh librettos are literary works that contain expressions related to proverbs and allude to works written in both kanbun (Chinese) and wabun (Japanese) styles. Whereas Noh specialists are apt to focus on issues of interest only to other specialists, this study attempts to open up a new area of research in the hope that it will attract the interest of those in other fields.
Although previous research has demonstrated the importance of parent-child relations in Noh plays, † there has been very little research on this topic, ‡ and this neglect is far more pronounced for plays outside the current repertoire. Two other areas in need of further research are use of allusions from kanbun, and use of proverb-like expressions. Research in these overlooked areas should help broaden the sphere of Noh research and link it to other fields in Japanese studies. Our research is thus the first of its kind.
This paper is one part of our research "Expressions concerning parent-child relations in Noh plays". While the full research studies proverb-like expressions (i.e. proverbs and expressions related to them) and allusions to expressions from works in both the kanbun and wabun styles, § this paper focuses on the proverb "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime", the most common proverb in the plays studied.
Methods and Scope
In order to make a thorough investigation that reflects an accurate picture, we exhaustively investigated Noh plays both in and outside the current repertoire that portray parent-child relations, works dating from both the Muromachi period (c. 1338-1573) ** ,when Noh originated, and also from later times. An exhaustive investigation in this manner has not been carried out before.
† † Then we listed out those which contain expressions related to the proverb "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime", and analyzed their meaning and usage.
Results
The full research treats four categories of proverbs and proverb-like expressions found in the Noh plays: those about parent-child relationship, those expressing parental love, those stating the children's duty towards their parents, and lastly metaphors using parent-child relationship to express other ideas. The proverb "Parentchild relations last but one lifetime" is under the first category. The original Japanese for the proverb is "Oyako wa isse" literally meaning "As for parent-child, one lifetime." In the Japanese librettos, besides the proverb, we find several other expressions used to convey the same meaning. For example, in some plays the characters used † For example, Okazaki Kazuo,"Nougaku sakuhin ni okeru kazokusou ni tsuite:kazoku o teema ni shita shinsaku Nou shishou sousaku no tame no zendankai teki sobyou" in Aoyama gakuin joshi tandaigaku sougou bunka kenkyuujo nenpou v. 10,2002,pp.3-13 ing.
to write the word "isse" are pronounced "hitotsu yo" probably to meet the demands of poetic meter. ‡ ‡ In other plays, "kari no oyako" meaning "temporary parent-child [relations ] " is employed to convey the same meaning.
The proverb as quoted is actually a contraction of a longer one. In full, it states, "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime. That of husband and wife, two lifetimes. That of lord and vassal, three lifetimes." § § Noh is a form of drama that focuses on human feelings, which raises the question of how this proverb in Noh plays reflects the actual way of thinking of Japanese people at the time the plays were written. The proverb was probably the product of a chaotic period of civil war, when the ideal vassal was expected to be loyal to the extent of sacrificing his own life or the life of his loved ones for his lord and his lord's son. This ideal vassal is the protagonist of the Noh play "Nakamitsu".
*** When a lord orders a vassal to behead the lord's son as punishment for unfiliality, the vassal acknowledges that as a loyal retainer he must obey the lord's command, but at the same time he must also save the life of the lord's son. Therefore, painfully and reluctantly he beheads his own son and presents the head to the lord as if it is that of the lord's son. Even the vassal's son willingly helps his father to fulfill his duty by offering to be killed.
In this play, the proverb is employed in a different context from most plays. In other plays which portray the grief of parents who either travel to search for the lost child, or wait for his return, the proverb expresses the feelings of a parent separated from a child just during a short span of one lifetime. In contrast,the play "Nakamitsu," uses this expression in the scene where the lord meets his son again. He expresses his joy at seeing his son, but only after regretting what he has done and thinking that he will never see his son again, even in the next life.
† † † There are only two more plays,"Ama" and "Shikiji monogurui", that share this way of using the proverb in a congratulatory scene. Only in "Nakamitsu", however, do we see so loyal a retainer. Other plays stress a strong parent-child bond. Close reading and analysis of the following plays reveals that the authors of Noh plays typically saw parent-child relations as very strong and lasting even beyond one lifetime, contrary to sense of the familiar proverb.
As noted, certain plays portray the sorrow of parents who travel in search of a lost child ‡ ‡ ‡ or wait for his return § § § , either without knowing the child's fate or after being informed of the child's death **** . This paper argues that the proverb does not express the true feelings of parents separated from their children during their lifetime. Despite the pious Buddhist sentiment expressed, the authors were actually suggesting people's anger and protest. They must have found the orthodox view cruel and unfair, since it taught that the bond between parent and child lasted only one lifetime, shorter than that of husband and wife, which in turn was even less than that between lord and vassal. This interpretation will be demonstrated by investigating the way the proverb is used in several plays, most notably "Settai," "Yuya", and a version of "Juuren" not currently performed. † † † † Other plays will be considered in pass Superficially, the play "Settai"seems to extol the virtue of a retainer Satou Tsuginobu(1158-1185) who sacrificed his life for his lord, Minamoto no Yoshitsune(1159-1189). It also presents Tsuginobu's young son Tsuruwaka, who wants to follow his father's path by also serving Yoshitsune after Tsuginobu's death. The play ‡ ‡ At the same time there are some plays that contain the word "isse" that is not used in the meaning of one lifetime. For example, in the play "Koremori" it means one generation. There are also plays that have the same script and pronounced as "hitotsu yo" but is used differently. For example, in the play "Isomatsu" it implies the meaning of one span of time. Both cases are not related to this proverb. § § There is also the proverb "Parent-child relations last but one lifetime. That of teacher and disciple, three lifetimes." as will be seen later in this paper. *** The play is called "Nakamitsu" in the Kanze school of Noh, but called "Manjuu" in the other four schools of Noh.
† † † Sanari Kentarou, Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,1982 Meiji shoin, ,v.4,pp.2307 Meiji shoin, -2324 . ‡ ‡ ‡ As in,for example, "Kasatori kyoujo","Kashiwazaki","Hyakuman","Shikiji monogurui"and "Sumidagawa". § § § As in, for example, "Tokusa" **** As in, for example, "Isomatsu"and "Nadachi" † † † † In the case of plays outside the current repertoire, there are quite a number of plays that have exactly the same title but the contents are different. There is another version of this play with the same title which is not within the scope of this research.
does not directly quote the proverb, but it states clearly that "The bond between vassal and lord is deeper than that of child and parents." ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ This sentence, however, is uttered by Tsuginobu's old mother and is immediately followed by "Therefore, my dear lord, please do have some mercy and sympathy for the mother and son of the man who has died for you. Why do you not have at least some kind words to mourn him? Oh, how distressing!" The mother said this to Yoshitsune, who was traveling in disguise to escape the pursuit of the shogun, his own brother. Yoshitsune and his retainers at first did not want to disclose their real identity, which the old mother thought an unfeeling way to treat her and her grandson.
The playwright's true intention is revealed by a comparison of this play with another literary work that recounts this same episode. In Gikeiki, a war tale focusing on the legend of Yoshitsune and his followers, the same mother is proud of her two sons who both died for Yoshitsune § § § § and even tells her grandsons to take them as examples. ***** This same mother is portrayed differently in Noh. She mourns the death of her beloved child and wants the lord to have mercy on her. In Gikeiki, the proverb that stresses the lord-vassal bond as lasting three lifetimes is not mentioned at all. In the Noh play, when the mother states "The bond between vassal and lord is deeper than that of child and parents" the proverb is used ironically and we can feel the implicit bitterness hidden behind the words that are spoken. The protest is not made directly, but it is there. The real purpose of the play was probably not to emphasize the virtue of sacrifice for one's lord but rather to call attention to the mother's grief.
The next play to be considered is the famous and popular "Yuya". In it, a seriously ill mother urges her daughter to return home to care for her. She explains in her letter to the daughter that failure to do so would be contrary to the virtue of filial piety, since the mother-child relationship will end in this lifetime. The daughter several times asks her husband and master Taira no Munemori (1147-1185) for permission to take leave from her duty to wait upon him, but he insists she remain with him in the capital to enjoy viewing the cherry blossoms together. Only after repeated pleas and a moving poem does the lord finally relent.
† † † † † Is it not possible that the playwright was using the voice of the mother to protest the proverb's message?
A play that more explicitly shows the mother's objection and bitterness is "Juuren", a play no longer performed and probably written after the Muromachi period. In this play, the section treating the protest is quite lengthy. A son is willing to receive punishment in his teacher's stead, ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ but when he goes to say goodbye to his mother, she protests bitterly. "You are not the teacher's only disciple, but you are my only son. How could you possibly leave your only mother like this! What an unthinkable deed!", she says. When the son explains that this has been the practice from the ancient times up to the present, his mother responds "But why are you obliged only to a lord or teacher? What about the parent-child bond?" Even when the son cites a list of exemplary disciples who died for their teachers both in other lands and in Japan, the mother still asserts that the mothers of those children must have shed tears of grief. The play ends the mother's retort with, "The teacher-disciple relations last three lifetimes, but that of parent and child, only one lifetime. How heart-rending!" § § § § § ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ "Oyako yori mo shujuu wa fukaki chigiri no naka" in Japanese. Sanari Kentarou,Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,1982 Meiji shoin, ,v.3,p.1655 . § § § § Her two sons,Satou Tsuginobu and Satou Tadanobu, were among the four personal bodyguards known as the Shitennou of Minamoto no Yoshitsune. Tsuginobu was shot dead when he rushed to be in front of Yoshitsune to receive the enemy's arrows aiming at Yoshitsune. Tadanobu sacrificed his life for his lord in a later episode. ***** Kajihara Masaaki,Gikeiki,Shougakukan,2006,pp.477-478 .It is worth remarking here that there is also a non-current play written probably after the Muromachi period using the name of Tsuginobu's son, Tsuruwaka, as its title. The playwright has Tsuruwaka give up his strong determination to accompany his father and uncle to battles because of his mother's plea to take care of her. † † † † † Sanari Kentarou, Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,19 82,v.5,pp.3237-3255. ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Most non-current plays are not annotated. Many of them have misprints or mistakes during copying. This could be the case with the beginning part of this play which states that the punishment is deportation. In the middle of the play, the child is executed and then resurrected at the end of the play. It is also possible that there existed a certain part of the play depicting the reason for the change in punishment but is now missing. § § § § § Tanaka Makoto,Mikan youkyokushuu, Kotenbunko,1963, v.1,pp.226-229. Through the above three plays we thus see the protest in the context of parent-child relations against that of lord-servant(in "Settai" and "Yuya") husband-wife(in "Yuya"), and teacher-disciple(in "Juuren").
Another play "Kobiki Zenkouji" ****** , which will only be considered in passing, offers an interesting contrast. In this play, the mother does not actually show any sign of protest, but her words reveal her doubts regarding this proverb. The mother decides to secretly sell herself to become a laborer so that her husband and son may have the necessary money for the fees required to pay homage to Amida Buddha at the great temple Zenkouji. She is overcome with sorrow at parting from her beloved child, but she says to herself : "Even though our bond as mother and son in this life is so fragile, why should we not meet again in our next life?" The play actually ends with the reunion of the mother and son.
There is one more issue worth looking at closely. In several plays, for example the famous "Sumidagawa" † † † † † † and the virtually unknown, no longer performed "Ruisenkou" ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ , the spirit of a dead son appears briefly before a grieving mother and father respectively. In "Tenko", the spirit of a son comes to offer words of thanks to the emperor who holds a musical performance in the presence of the father to placate the son's soul.
§ § § § § § It is not unusual in Noh plays to have a spirit appear before his or her loved ones or to offer thanks for a memorial service. In the case of plays using the proverb about parent-child relations lasting only one lifetime, however, the appearance of a spirit is significant. Although the proverb may seem to reflect a common belief, the return of the spirit to this world in order to meet a parent actually demonstrates that the parent-child bond does not end in this lifetime. It goes on even after death. Thus, in these plays the playwrights are implicitly contradicting the proverb by suggesting that the parent-child relationship is so strong that even death cannot break it. This is particularly clear in the case of "Ama," in which the chorus sings the line "A noble being born from a lowly fisher woman is a bond not of only this lifetime." This line too challenges the familiar proverb. ******* To support the paper's argument that Noh playwrights placed a high value on parent-child relations, we must now turn to look at the many plays treating parent-child relations that have happy endings. There are plays that relate the story of a dead child coming back to life. All of them are outside the current repertoire and were probably written after the Muromachi period. In "Isomatsu", after a child drowned in ocean waves, his parents' profound grief and fervent prayers move the heart of the deities, and so Avalokitesvarabodhisattva (the bodhisattva Kannon) graciously resurrects him.
† † † † † † † "Nadachi" has a similar story but the resurrection scene after a priest's prayer is quite spectacular, with a dragon god (ryuujin) flying up to the clouds and then pulling the dead child's body from the bottom of the sea.
‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ The child in "Juuren" who has sacrificed his life for his teacher is also brought back to life after being executed. In these plays too, as in those presenting the appearance of a dead child's spirit, the playwrights are again asserting the strength and permanence of the parent-child bond, quite contrary to what the proverb teaches. On the stage, to lengthen the time that parent and child can be together, playwrights resort to deus ex machina plot devices in order to make a convincing argument to religious Japanese people of the Muromachi period and after.
There are also many plays that relate happy reunion without resorting to the motif of resurrection. In "Kashiwazaki", "Tokusa", "Hyakuman", "Shikiji monogurui", "Kasatori kyoujo", "Masegiku", and "Miyaji monogurui", a long lost child is found in the end and family members are thus happily reunited. The separation-****** Also reads Kibiki Zenkouji † † † † † † Sanari Kentarou, Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,1982 Meiji shoin, ,v.3,pp.1517 Meiji shoin, -1535 . ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Tanaka Makoto,Mikan youkyokushuu,v.17,Kotenbunko,1971,pp.208-213 . § § § § § § Sanari Kentarou, Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,1982 Meiji shoin, ,v.4,pp.2131 Meiji shoin, -2146 . ******* Yokomichi Mario, Omote Akira, Youkyoku shuu, Iwanami shoten,1967,v.1,p.162. † † † † † † † Tanaka Makoto,Mikan youkyokushuu,v.1,Kotenbunko,1963,pp.65-72 . ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Tanaka Makoto,Mikan youkyokushuu,v.23,Kotenbunko,1974,pp.130-135. or reunion theme is indeed common § § § § § § § . In some of these plays, the endings are hymns to the happiness and prosperity of the family. In "Yuya", mentioned earlier, though the daughter suffers at the beginning, she is eventually permitted to go and visit her mother. In "Rougiou", a father is about to be executed. Thanks to the father and daughter's strong faith in the bodhisattva Kannon and the daughter's filial piety, the sutra the daughter is carrying miraculously emanates light. So bright is the light that the executioner involuntarily drops his sword and it breaks in two. He is so startled, impressed, and full of awe that he releases the father. Thus, the father's life is miraculously saved at the last minute. ********
Discussion
This proverb is said to have Buddhist origins. † † † † † † † † The belief expressed was widespread in Japan from the Muromachi through the start of the modern period, ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ approximately the fourteenth to the beginning of the twentieth century. Since this was a popular idea, naturally this saying found its way into Noh plays, which often express Buddhist ideas. The proverb is based on the Buddhist belief in reincarnation and the idea that one's life is predetermined from the previous births. Furthermore, one can easily understand why military rulers of the time wanted the populace to value the lordvassal relations above family relations such as those parent and child or husband and wife. In the eyes of people today, the order expressed in the proverb seems directly opposite to normal human feelings. We can easily imagine ourselves in a dilemma if forced to act according to this saying. Plays quoting this proverb or similar expressions include as many fathers as mothers, but, as revealed by the four plays discussed earlier ("Settai", "Yuya", "Juuren"and "Kobiki Zenkouji"), anger and protest or the words of disbelief are vented only through the voice of mothers.
§ § § § § § § § Presumably men were seen as less willing to reveal their weakness or resistance to the values demanded by feudal society ********* , whereas women were permitted to express such views both because of their natural maternal instinct and because they were less indoctrinated than men with the need to be loyal and to make sacrifices for their lord or teacher. This point is an example of how the study of Noh plays can be of value to specialists in other fields.
The plays with happy endings make up the majority of the plays employing the familiar proverb. In the Muromachi period, human trafficking and slavery were rampant. Children were abducted and sold into slavery. Hence stories of parent-child separation were common among the lower classes. Noh plays depicting happy reunions of parent and child or divine intervention and blessings that aided parents and children who were separated must have been greatly appreciated by the general populace. In real life, reunion with a long-lost kidnapped child must have been almost unthinkable. Although many other plays of this nature do not contain the proverb, the point of this study is that the juxtaposition of the proverb and the happy ending calls into question the message of the proverb. At the same time, plays with happy endings that quote this proverb must have consoled the heartache parents who had lost children. The Buddhist proverb was unfair and hard to accept for § § § § § § § The current play "Sumidagawa" is unique in its sad ending with the mother learning about the death of her son after her long journey in search of him. ******** Haga Yaichi, Sasaki Nobuoka,Youkyoku sousho,v.3, Hakubunkan,1915,pp.593-599 . † † † † † † † † Only Sanari Kentarou,Youkyoku taikan, Meiji shoin,1982,v.5,p.3244 states that this saying is found in a particular Buddhist sutra. No other editions of Noh plays or dictionaries of Japanese proverbs give its source. ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Harada Kaori,"Tsuki no hikari uro no on -sakuhin kenkyuu Ama -"in Bungaku ronsou,No.78,2004 ,Touyou daigaku bungakubu Nihonbungaku bunka gakka kenkyuushitsu,pp.55-75.
§ § § § § § § § There are only two plays that use this proverb in the section of the play that expresses the child's feelings. In "Rougiou", it is used when the daughter deplores the imminent execution of her father. In "Kuruijishi", it is used in the scene where the son begs his father to renounce the cutting off of their father-son relationship as it lasts only this one lifetime. ********* There is, however, one exception. In the play "Sekido", the samurai father surrenders to the enemy in order to save his son's life even though this act definitely goes against the samurai code. This is a non-current play that there is still no evidence that it was written in the Muromachi period. Scholars are of the opinion that this group of plays were probably produced by amateurs, and that they were probably never actually performed. So the paper argues that this could have been the reason why this play could portray a male character in this exceptional way.
ordinary people with a strong love for their children. The proverb had originated in Buddhism, but playwrights helped spread faith in the religion by suggesting an alternate, more compassionate view.
Conclusion
Our argument that the Noh playwrights saw parent-child relations contrary to sense of the proverb † † † † † † † † † would look quite different and less convincing had we not also investigated the so many noncurrent particularly non-Muromachi Noh plays that modern scholars are apt to overlook such as "Juuren", "Kobiki Zenkouji", "Ruisenkou", "Isomatsu", "Nadachi", "Shikiji monogurui", "Kasatori kyoujo", "Masegiku",and "Miyaji monogurui". This study should thus send a very clear message to Noh specialists to give them more attention. It could be true that the non-current and non-Muromachi plays were probably produced by amateurs, and that they were probably never actually performed. But this is exactly the reason why they should be studied more. The very first task is probably annotating these plays that are still printed in very old and out of print Noh texts.
As for researchers on Japanese proverbs, Buddhism, and Confucianism, they may find in Noh plays valuable materials for more thoroughly working on this proverb which may have at some point transformed from a clearly Buddhist teaching to something of a hybrid, with its lord-vassal part included, starting out with a Buddhist message, but ending up with a Japanese version of Confucianism. The study of the proverb "Parentchild relations last but one lifetime," the most common proverb in the plays studied, can thus contribute to our understanding of Buddhist and probably Confucian teachings in the Muromachi period and after.
